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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Aging is a multifactorial process that is associated with a progressive loss of physiological integrity, resulting in functional decline and increased morbidity. A number of studies have monitored system-wide changes in gene expression associated with aging in mammals ([@bib15]) and identified common and organ-specific transcriptional changes ([@bib48]). For example, changes in transcript identity and abundance have been studied in brain across various species including mice, rats, and humans ([@bib28], [@bib34], [@bib39], [@bib56]). These studies underline that on a global scale, aging organs are not subject to massive alterations; rather, alterations are subtle. Consistently, changes in age-related expression account for only a small fraction of the genes monitored in all species analyzed, generally \<5%. The regulatory changes that are conserved across species are reduced even further and restricted to very few genes involved in calcium signaling and other synaptic functions ([@bib36]). Similarly, ribosomal profiling has revealed that the vast majority of genes were changed \<2-fold in their translation levels in young and old animals (98% of 11,000 quantified genes) ([@bib52]). Furthermore, a previous large-scale study that used state-of-the-art shotgun proteomics to investigate various tissues of aging mice concluded that the vast majority of proteins are unchanged in abundance ([@bib55]). Therefore, it remains unclear whether the described changes in transcriptional programs are at all reflected at the proteome level and, if so, whether other types of regulation contribute to the deterioration of the proteome during aging.

There are many ways to alter a protein's function without changing its abundance. Function can be modified by altering protein structure, post-translational modifications, or localization within a cell. For example, tissues with low cell proliferation rates and thus low regenerative capacity, such as brain, contain a subset of proteins with extremely long half-lives ([@bib47], [@bib52]) that are more vulnerable to damage accumulation and loss of function, phenomena that might not be observable by measuring protein abundance. Degenerated proteins might also be unable to maintain their proper subcellular localization in old cells ([@bib14], [@bib29]), thus perturbing signaling pathways and gene expression programs that alter post-translational modifications and mRNA levels as a secondary response. To study molecular-level changes like these and to identify correlations between them, it is necessary to combine several system-wide technologies, thereby simultaneously monitoring levels of protein, mRNA, and post-translational modifications, as well as translation rates, all within a single biological specimen.

In this study, we combined shotgun mass spectrometry with subcellular fractionation, RNA sequencing, and ribosome profiling to investigate physiological changes in the liver and brain of young and old rats ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). We demonstrate that this integrative analysis consistently identifies subtle alterations within old cells that would not become apparent using any of the single techniques alone. The system-wide comparison of the brain, which has a limited capacity for cell renewal, and the liver, which has more robust renewal capabilities, allowed us to identify specific alterations (in protein kinases and mediators of signaling in brain, and metabolic processes in liver) as well as common responses (inflammation and activation of immune response) that differentiate organs from young and old animals. Our work captures unappreciated differences in the biology of young and old cells. We identify changes in the abundance and phosphorylation patterns of individual protein species with subcellular resolution. We show that these differences are driven by changes in translation, perturbed subcellular protein localization, protein phosphorylation and alternative splicing.

Results {#sec2}
=======

To identify age-related molecular changes in the liver and brain, we sacrificed three "young" (6-month-old) and three "old" (24-month-old) rats from multiple litters, the latter of which represent old, but not dying, animals at the age of 50% expected survival. Brain and liver were harvested and identical samples were split for analysis at the transcription, translation and proteome levels by next-generation RNA sequencing, ribosome profiling and tandem shotgun mass spectrometry, respectively ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). The mRNA abundance and translation output (total ribosome footprint reads) of 8,975 and 6,490 transcripts were compared between young and old animals in brain and liver, respectively, and changes in translation efficiency were inferred by comparing these measured values ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To increase proteomic coverage and obtain insights into subcellular localization, brain and liver samples were fractionated into nuclei, post-nuclear fraction 1 (pn1; enriched for mitochondria), post-nuclear fraction 2 (pn2; enriched for cytoplasmic membranes) and soluble cytosolic proteins (sol) according to a previously established procedure ([@bib8], [@bib38]). All samples were analyzed by shotgun mass spectrometry, enabling us to perform 14,131 comparisons of protein abundances across two age groups and four subcellular fractions, covering 4,714 protein groups (i.e., collections of alternative protein isoforms containing shared peptides) mapping to 4,697 unique gene identifiers ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The proteomic measurements were highly reproducible, as indicated by the high correlation between technical replicates (on average Pearson's r = 0.974; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). More importantly, correlation values across biological replicates of different age groups were significantly lower as compared to samples from the same age group (Wilcoxon rank sum test p value 2.5e-5 and 8.1e-5 for brain and liver, respectively; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C), demonstrating that the variation of protein abundance across age groups is more pronounced than the variation of protein levels across individuals of the same age. At the same time, the observed coefficients of variation among both, young and old animals were very low (median coefficient of variation ∼25%; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Similarly, both ribosome profiling and RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) were highly reproducible, as indicated by high correlation between replicates ([Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, S2B, S2D, and S2E). We thus conclude that the measured changes in protein and transcript abundance, and ribosome occupancy significantly discriminate samples obtained from the two age groups with the number of analyzed animals (n = 3 for each age group) using rigorous statistics ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B, S1C, [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C, and S2F).

In agreement with previous studies ([@bib28], [@bib34], [@bib39], [@bib52], [@bib55], [@bib56]), our data underline that age-specific variations of the transcriptome and proteome are much less pronounced than tissue-specific differences ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). The majority of genes and proteins (\>90%) are stably expressed and maintained in both the brains and livers of old animals ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D and 1E). Ribosome profiling provides an inclusive measure of "translation output" that reflects the net effect of changes in mRNA levels and ribosome occupancy. We identified 658 and 490 transcripts, in brain and liver respectively, with changes in translation output (adjusted p value \< 0.01, [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of these, 168 (brain) and 283 (liver) were caused exclusively by changes in mRNA abundance. The "translation efficiency" of an mRNA is the overall translation output from ribosome profiling normalized over the transcript abundance from RNA-seq. Among differentially expressed transcripts, 96 (brain) and 9 (liver) displayed exclusively a change in translation efficiency but not in transcript abundance ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F). In order to directly relate changes in protein production to the observed alterations of protein abundance, we compared our translation output values from ribosome profiling to our proteomic measurements. At the proteomic level, significant abundance changes for 204 protein groups in young versus old organs (q value \< 0.1, [Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were detected. A total of 264 proteins were identified exclusively and consistently in all three replicates of one age group but in no replicates of the other age group; these were considered as potentially affected ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We conclude that hundreds of genes and proteins were identified that differentiate young and old organs and constitute a comprehensive resource for the scientific community to query molecular alterations of cells in their physiological ground state during aging in mammals.

Age Markers Were Consistently Identified {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------

The sensitivity of our approach recovers alterations of previously established age markers. A global decrease in the abundance ratio between histone H3.1 and H3.3 was observed in both old organs ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G). Histone H3.1 is incorporated in nucleosomes only during mitosis ([@bib57]) and is replaced by the H3.3 variant outside of mitosis, typically during transcription ([@bib1], [@bib49]). Thus, in a tissue that is largely post-mitotic such as the brain, the H3.1/H3.3 ratio is expected to decrease with age ([@bib42]); this is what we observe. We also observed a 2-fold increase in the abundance of the enzyme beta-galactosidase in old brain ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G), a widely used marker of cellular senescence ([@bib16]). Concurrently, we detected beta-galactosidase in old liver but not young ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A decreased level of alpha-synuclein, a protein involved in synaptic plasticity and neurodegenerative disorders, was also detected in brain ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G), corroborating a previous study in mice ([@bib41]). Additionally, we detected significant changes at the level of protein abundance or translation output for 97 age-related factors ([@bib24]) ([Tables S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We conclude that our integrative analysis recapitulates trends of several known age markers but also identifies a large and comprehensive set of transcripts and proteins that are linked to age-specific alterations for the first time.

Identification of Common and Organ-Specific Alterations {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------------------

Liver and brain have different regenerative capacities. Most neurons in the adult brain are non-dividing cells that must survive for an organism's lifespan ([@bib50]). In contrast, liver cells, such as hepatocytes, are replaced every few months throughout adult life in rodents ([@bib2], [@bib52]). One would thus predict that age-related effects onto the proteome are organ-specific. A comparison of proteomic changes across the different biochemical fractions supports this hypothesis: we identified the highest number of differentially expressed proteins in the nuclear fraction of the brain (7% of nuclear proteins affected: [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D), whereas in the liver the most changes were found in the cytosolic fraction (5% of cytosolic proteins affected: [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). Overall, a larger fraction of the proteome was affected in brain, the tissue with lower regenerative capacity: 8% of all quantified proteins versus 5% in liver ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D and 1E).

The identities of the transcripts and proteins affected were also indicative of organ-specific differences between young and old animals. Out of 1,099 transcripts abundances that were altered, only 48, considerably less than expected (Fisher's exact test: p value \< 0.0001, odds ratio 0.04), were common to brain and liver and 37 of them (77%) changed concordantly ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Most of these transcripts are involved in the regulation of the immune system and stress response ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The protein abundance data showed a similar trend: only eight out of the 447 affected protein groups are common to brain and liver (Fisher's exact test: p value \< 0.001, odds ratio 0.02; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B).

Gene ontology analysis confirmed that different functional modules are affected in brain and liver, but also underlined the existence of common aspects of altered protein function in old tissues. Commonalities include the enrichment of altered genes encoding for factors involved in cell communication, hormone response, immune response/inflammation, and the depletion of respiratory chain components ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C--2F; [Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The latter, previously described at the mRNA level across multiple organs and species ([@bib58]), likely arises from mitochondrial dysfunction and might be accompanied by an increase of reactive oxygen species and generation of pro-inflammatory signals ([@bib19]). Another common feature is the regulation of proteins involved in post-translational modifications, although different pathways are affected in the two organs. Whereas several protein kinases ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) and methyltransferases are altered in brain ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D), it is largely acetyltransferases that are affected in liver ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F). We speculate that some of these alterations might be responsible for the changes in the epigenetic landscape described in aged cells ([@bib45], [@bib51]).

Organ-specific alterations appear to be linked to their physiology. In brain, alterations of neuronal communication and synaptic transmission occur at multiple levels: we observed depletion of intracellular mediators of signaling such as protein kinases, multiple ion channels and G protein-coupled receptors, in the brains of old rats ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). In liver, several metabolic networks are altered ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E and 2F). In particular, we observed an increased abundance of enzymes involved in pyruvate metabolism and the tricarboxylic acid cycle, lipid catabolism (in particular fatty acid oxidation), and maintenance of redox homeostasis ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F). These alterations are consistent and might underlie the metabolic changes that have been observed in old liver in mice ([@bib21]).

In summary, by providing a detailed picture of the molecular alterations that distinguish young and old organs, our data suggest a molecular basis for several hallmarks of aging including mitochondrial dysfunction, increased inflammation, and changes in regulators of the epigenetic landscape ([@bib37]).

Protein Complexes Are Affected at Multiple Levels {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------

We have previously shown that the composition of the nuclear pore complex (NPC) is altered during aging through the loss of long-lived scaffold components ([@bib12], [@bib52]), affecting its permeability barrier. We wanted to investigate the maintenance of protein complexes more generally and found that the alterations of the proteome that occur between young and old animals affect protein complexes in two different ways.

First, the overall abundance of some protein complexes is different in young and old rat. Consistent with a previous study in mice and worms ([@bib22]), we observed that the abundance of components of the mitochondrial ribosome was lower in old versus young brain ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). This phenomenon was not observed in the liver. However, other protein complexes in liver were similarly affected by age: the abundance of cytosolic proteasomes was higher in old liver versus young ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B) and the abundance of NPCs was lower ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). Such changes might result in a reduced functional output and longevity, as in the case of the mitochondrial ribosome ([@bib22]).

Second, a subset of protein complexes undergoes compositional changes in young versus old animals. Using algorithms that we have previously developed ([@bib43]), we identified changes in protein abundance for specific members of complexes involved in chromatin regulation (e.g., polycomb repressive complex I), RNA processing and transport (e.g., TREX and exon junction complex), and complexes involved in vesicular transport (e.g., COPI, COPII, retromer complex: [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D; [Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our data suggests that changes of composition that occur in old animals might cause loss of protein complex function due to complex misassembly, as described for the nuclear pore ([@bib13], [@bib35]), or might mediate adaptation of its functionality, for example, under increased stress conditions.

Translation Output Contributes Significantly to Proteomic Alterations {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The combination of ribosome profiling and shotgun proteomics data allowed us to determine the contribution of translation output, and thus protein synthesis, to alteration of protein abundances ([@bib5], [@bib20]). Globally, we found that the changes in translation output between young and old animals are reflected by consistent changes in protein level. We categorized all transcripts into three groups: significantly increased, significantly decreased, and not affected at the level of translation output. The corresponding proteomic fold changes of altered transcripts were shifted substantially and significantly relative to transcripts without evidence for significant translational change ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and 4B; [Table S5](#mmc6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Notably, for ∼75% of these transcripts, the changes in translation output and protein abundance are concordant in directionality ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and 4B, dashed lines). Also, the observed fold-changes in translation output and protein abundances in both brain and liver were positively correlated, meaning that we see a correlation between the changes in the abundance of a protein, as assessed by proteomics, and the abundance and/or translation of the mRNA that encodes it in our ribosome profiling experiments (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between translation and protein abundance fold changes: 0.13 and 0.25 for brain and liver, respectively: [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and 4D). Conversely, if proteins are categorized into groups that are significantly increased, significantly decreased, and not affected in their abundance, their respective fold changes in translation output are similarly shifted, although with smaller effect size (compare [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E and 4F to 4A and 4B).

Taken together, this analysis suggests that differences in protein synthesis (translation output) give rise to an appreciable fraction of the observed changes in protein abundance that discriminate young and old organs ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E and 4F). This overall correspondence emerges despite limited overlap between datasets ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and 4D), suggesting that many genes might be showing subtle changes in synthesis and abundance that do not rise to statistical significance when studied with only one of the techniques. We show that on a global scale, changes in translation output---although small---impact on protein abundance between young and old animals, as exemplified by the increase of chaperonin alpha-crystallin B in old brains ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}G).

Altered Protein Localization {#sec2.5}
----------------------------

The data integration also revealed exceptions from the overall trend, in which significant changes in protein abundance could not be explained by changes in translation output, particularly in brain ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}G and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). These discrepancies point to alternative mechanisms that differentially control protein abundance across age groups, such as protein degradation, or changes in protein localization. In the latter case, the increased abundance of a protein in one compartment might be counterbalanced by a decrease in another, leading to a signal we can observe in our subcellular fractions that would not be detectable by proteomics on total lysates or measurements of translation output. Indeed, we observed opposite abundance changes in different subcellular fractions for nine proteins---seven in brain and two in liver. We interpreted these data as indicative of change in subcellular localization. The potentially relocalized proteins include RNA and protein-modifying enzymes, proteins involved in translation, and nuclear transport factors ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). For example, exportin 5, which interacts with NPCs during the export of miRNAs ([@bib40]) and tRNAs ([@bib11]), shows an increased abundance in the cytoplasm of cells from old brains, implying a potential alteration of nuclear transport activity. Two protein kinases---TRAF2- and NCK-interacting kinase (TNIK) and brain-specific kinase (BRSK1, also referred to as SAD-B)---also show proteomic alterations suggestive of subcellular redistribution with no changes in translation output. Whereas TNIK showed an increased abundance at cytosolic membranes, BRSK1 was less abundant there and more in soluble cytosol of old brains ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). These potential relocalization events highlight an additional level of proteome alteration between young and old animals. Our data, along with the previously described age-related deterioration of the NPC ([@bib12]), suggest a remodeling of the protein and RNA transport machineries that is associated with animal age.

Changes in Protein Phosphorylation {#sec2.6}
----------------------------------

Changes in post-translational modifications, such as phosphorylation, have been shown to drive cancer ([@bib33]) and a series of developmental processes ([@bib23], [@bib46]). However, in the context of aging, evidence for alterations of post-translational modifications remain largely anecdotal. We identified several kinases that are differentially expressed between young and old animals, particularly in the brain ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). In total, we found perturbations in the levels of 12 protein kinases belonging to different families. These include the major kinases that control cell growth, neuronal morphogenesis and plasticity such as the beta-adrenergic receptor kinase 1, the calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinases (CAMK) types I and IV, the cyclin-dependent kinases 5 and 19, and the serine/threonine-protein kinase mTOR ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

We next tested whether these changes in kinase levels impact downstream target phosphorylation levels by performing a phospho-proteomic analysis of all subcellular fractions, tissues, and age groups described above. Similarly to the protein abundance measurements, we observed high reproducibility between technical replicates (on average Pearson's r = 0.957; [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), lower correlation values across age groups as compared to samples from the same age group ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B), and median coefficient of variation ∼25% ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Across all four subcellular fractions and two organs, we made 2,497 comparisons of phosphosite abundance, covering 1,437 unique phosphosites, of which 75 (occurring on 68 proteins) were found to change significantly (q value \< 0.1; [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C and 5D; [Table S6](#mmc7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, we found 168 phosphosites (on 160 proteins) that were uniquely and consistently identified in all the replicates of one age group but not the other ([Table S6](#mmc7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For 136 affected phosphosites, we covered both changes in protein abundance and phosphorylation state on the same set of samples and thus could infer changes in the fraction of protein molecules phosphorylated ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). In 19 out of the 136 phosphosites both the protein and phosphosite level changed in the same organ and subcellular fraction. In 17 of these 19 cases the fold changes were consistent ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E), implying that the phosphorylation state of the protein is not changed. In contrast, 2 of the 19 phosphosites had opposing fold changes, and the remaining 117 phosphosites had not-affected protein abundances while phosphosite level changed. The latter two scenarios are indicative of an alteration of the fraction of protein molecules phosphorylated ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D).

In liver, we found effects on the phosphorylation of proteins involved in metabolic processes and energy production, similarly to the biological processes impacted at the protein abundance level ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E). However, we also identified several altered phosphosites in transcriptional regulators, including c-JUN and FOXA1, as well as proteins involved in stress responses and homeostatic processes. Similarly to the observed protein abundances, a larger fraction of phosphosites changed in brain as compared to the liver, which is consistent with the large number of protein kinases affected in brain. In addition to those kinases affected at the protein level, we also found changes in phosphorylation of a different subset of kinases ([Table S6](#mmc7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), possibly because their activity is regulated through their phosphorylation status. Interestingly, the affected phosphosites were not equally distributed between cell compartments of brain, but primarily identified in membrane (pn2) and nuclear fractions ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C and 5D). A very prominent fraction of altered phosphosites was detected in cytoskeletal proteins (mostly in pn2), in particular in multiple microtubule-associated proteins (MAPS) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F). We speculate that this observation is related to the above-discussed redistribution of BRSK1 kinase away from membranes in old brain ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). BRSK1 is known to associate with synaptic vesicles ([@bib27]) and it is required to control the polarization of neurons ([@bib32]) through a mechanism that ultimately leads to the phosphorylation of MAPS ([@bib4]). While this specific hypothesis remains to be tested, the overall dataset suggests that altered protein phosphorylation and localization might have important physiological outcomes in old animals.

Multiple Levels of Regulation Modulate Functional Networks between Young and Old Animals {#sec2.7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The integration of multiple measurements on the same sample provides a powerful approach to capture functional modules that discriminate between different cellular states. To take advantage of this, we combined genes affected at the level of translation, protein abundance and protein phosphorylation and used them to reconstruct functional networks (see [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) that are altered between young and old animals ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically in brain, we identified three related networks that are involved in signal transduction. The majority of the nodes in these networks displayed reduced translation output or protein abundance in old animals. Among these, several mediators of the calcium signaling pathway, such as the kinases CAMK1D and CAMK4, were reduced in their protein abundance, while the kinases CAMK2D and CAMK2G were affected in their phosphorylation state ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). We found up-stream mediators of calcium signaling to be affected, including several voltage-gated channels and calcium transporters, as well as down-stream effectors such as the CREB-regulated transcription coactivator 1 (CRTC1; [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). Taken together, our data suggests that the response to stimuli might be modified at multiple levels in the brain of old animals, mainly through the depletion of several factors involved in mediating calcium signaling.

We also found two related functional networks that are common to both brain and liver. These clusters comprise multiple mediators of the immune response such as proteins involved in antigen processing and presentation, including all the three components of the C1q complex that are involved in the first step of the classical complement activation pathway by direct recognition of pathogens or antibody:antigen complexes ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A and 6B). As many of these proteins are generally not expressed in hepatocytes and neuronal cells, such as CD4, we speculate that the observed abundance increase derives from an increased number of immune cells that are recruited into the old organ by pro-inflammatory stimuli.

Alternative Splicing {#sec2.8}
--------------------

Another potential source of age-related alterations of the cellular proteome is the process of alternative splicing, which results in a single gene coding for multiple proteins ([@bib56]). Inspired by the fact that multiple factors involved in the regulation of alternative splicing and RNA processing were affected in old animals ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A), we analyzed potential differences in mRNA splicing between young and old animals (see [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found significant differences in the expression of 41 and 61 transcript isoforms from 24 and 39 genes in brain and liver, respectively ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table S7](#mmc8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among these were two isoforms in the brain of *Sgk1*, a serine/threonine protein kinase that plays an important role in cellular stress response and two isoforms in the liver of *Whsc1*, a histone H3K36 N-methyltransferase ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A). A longer isoform (ENSRNOT00000016121) of *Sgk1* predominates in old brain, whereas a shorter isoform (ENSRNOT00000040736) is equally prevalent in young animals ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). Comparison of the number of isoform-specific reads suggests that this change is primarily due to a large increase in the levels of the long isoform with age ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C). In liver, the short isoform (ENSRNOT00000050238) of *Whsc1* is more prevalent in young animals compared to the long isoform (ENSRNOT00000021952), whereas in old animals the two isoforms are expressed at similar levels ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). For *Whsc1*, this is due primarily to an increase in expression of the longer isoform with age, bringing it to a similar expression level as the short isoform ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C). Our analysis of alternative splicing demonstrates that there are age-related changes in the abundance of specific transcript isoforms with distinct coding potential, which might result in functional proteome diversification in old organs.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Here, we present an integrated comparison of gene expression, translation, protein abundance, and phosphorylation in organs from young and old rats. Our work expands the list of proteins that are affected by chronological age in mammals. Although some of the functional modules discussed above were previously identified as hallmarks of aging ([@bib37]), we identified hundreds of molecular events underlying these processes that were previously unknown to be affected by age. We thus provide a rich resource that should stimulate the generation of new, experimentally testable hypotheses, leading to a better understanding of aging on the organism level.

The comparison of two organs with different physiology and regenerative capacity enabled us to distinguish organ-specific effects from more systemic effects of aging. Intuitively, our results suggest that organ-specific effects of age are tightly linked to the organ function. For example, in brain, multiple alterations of key signaling mediators are observed. We speculate that these alterations might be part of a progressive functional deterioration that affect the maintenance of neuronal plasticity in old brains ([@bib3]) and other phenotypes observed the aging brain ([@bib10]). Notably, 45 of the changes that we identified in old rat brains are consistent with a previous transcriptomics study of aging human brains ([@bib39]) ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that age-related changes in the proteome and transcriptome are to some extent conserved from rat to humans.

The systemic impact of chronological age on proteome homeostasis manifests on many levels. In the liver, the majority of age-dependent changes are driven by alteration of transcript abundance (58% of the affected transcripts versus only 25% in brain; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F), suggesting the occurrence of age-related changes in transcriptional regulation. In contrast, the brain appeared to be affected by age largely at the translational level. For example, specifically in aged brain, we observed that the translational output of multiple ribosomal subunits increased ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A); these subunits were also more abundant on the protein level ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A similar effect of orchestrated ribosomal gene expression was described throughout the lifespan of the short-lived fish *Nothobranchius furzeri* ([@bib6]), suggesting that this phenomenon might represent a conserved feature of the aging brain. Conversely, a decreased protein level of multiple factors involved in translation initiation accompanied the increased abundance of ribosomal subunits ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). Taken together, our data suggest that an age-associated remodeling of the translation machinery in the brain may ultimately lead to alterations of the translation efficiency of a subset of transcripts in old animals. Specifically, we identified 15% of the brain transcripts to be affected by a change in translation (versus only 2% in liver).

Despite the correlation between translation output and protein abundances, not all the observed changes of protein abundance could be explained by changes in translation output, particularly in brain ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). This phenomenon strongly indicates a higher degree of post-translational control in the brain as compared to the liver. Indeed, our proteomic analysis revealed that key regulators of protein homeostasis were altered in aged brain, including several components of the ubiquitin-proteasome and autophagy systems ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). These findings imply that altered protein homeostasis, which has been shown to affect organism longevity under stress-response conditions ([@bib31]), also leads to detectable proteomic alterations that occur between young and old animals. The exact consequences and targets of such alterations are likely complex and remain to be explored in detail. In addition, more fine-grained genomic and proteomic investigations at multiple time points across organism life-span are required to shed light on the dynamics and interplay between systemic and organ-specific effects of aging and thus reveal which alterations are causative of, or a result of, aging.

From our measurements performed on the bulk organ lysate, it is impossible to estimate whether the observed changes affect most of the cells within an organ or whether they originate from a subpopulation of cells that is more prone to the effects of aging or from a change in the proportion between cell types in an organ. Most of the proteomics changes that we describe at the level of both protein abundance and phosphorylation level are quite large (typically \>2-fold). It is therefore reasonable to assume that they might affect a major proportion of cells. However, we cannot exclude that events occurring in a minor fraction of cells will be missed by our approach. Higher resolution studies focusing on specific anatomical regions or cell subpopulations will be required to detect more subtle alterations.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

Tissue Fractionation {#sec4.1}
--------------------

Liver and brain were harvested from three Fischer 344 rats for each age group. Nuclei were purified according to previously described protocols ([@bib8], [@bib38]). Further fractionation was based on previous descriptions ([@bib52]).

Determination of Transcription and Translation Changes {#sec4.2}
------------------------------------------------------

RNA-seq and ribosome profiling libraries were prepared using an Illumina TruSeq kit and standard ribosome profiling protocols ([@bib25], [@bib26]), and sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq platform. The data discussed in this publication have been deposited in NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus ([@bib18]) and are accessible through GEO: [GSE66715](ncbi-geo:GSE66715){#intref0010} (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE66715>).

Determination of Protein and Phosphosite Abundance Changes {#sec4.3}
----------------------------------------------------------

Proteins from subcellular fractions were solubilized and digested into peptides as described in [@bib44]. For phosphoproteome analysis, phosphopeptides were isolated from peptide mixtures by TiO~2~-based affinity enrichment using the Titansphere Phos-TiO Kit (MZ Analysentechnik) as described in [@bib9]. All samples were measured by shotgun mass spectrometry (see [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium (<http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org>) ([@bib54]) via the PRIDE partner repository ([@bib53]) with the dataset identifier PXD002467.
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![Integrated Genomics and Proteomics Analysis of Aging Brain and Liver\
(A) Brain and liver samples obtained from three "young" (6-month-old) and three "old" (24-month-old) rats were compared by next-generation RNA sequencing, ribosomal profiling and shotgun mass spectrometry. Prior to mass spectrometry, organ homogenates were fractionated in four subcellular fractions: nuclei (nuc), post-nuclear fraction 1 (pn1; enriched for mitochondria), post-nuclear fraction 2 (pn2; enriched for cytosolic membranes) and soluble cytosolic proteins (sol). For proteomics measurements, each sample was analyzed in technical duplicate (repeated injection of the same sample).\
(B) Reproducibility of protein abundance measurements. The histogram shows the distribution of pairwise correlations between all technical replicates for brain and liver.\
(C) The boxplots depict all the pairwise correlations between samples from all the subcellular fractions.\
(D and E) Less than 10% of the quantified transcript and protein groups were affected in young versus old rats, both in brain (D) and liver (E). Differential protein expression was assessed by label-free quantification and significantly affected proteins were defined using a q value cut-off of 0.1. Additionally, proteins that were identified exclusively and consistently in one age group but not the other were considered as age-affected (dark orange). Translation output was measured by ribosome footprints. Significantly affected transcripts were defined using an adjusted p value cut-off of 0.01.\
(F) Significantly affected transcripts were grouped according to whether they were affected by a change in transcript abundance (as quantified by RNA-seq), translation efficiency or by a combined effect.\
(G) Established aging markers were recovered at the protein level. Histones H3.1 and H3.3 were quantified using proteotypic peptides measured by targeted proteomics (see [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The ratio between the two proteins is displayed relative to its value in young animals (set to 1) and it represents the average value ± SEM (n = 3 animals per age group). For beta-galactosidase and alpha-synuclein, protein abundances are indicated as average abundance score (sum of peptide intensities normalized by protein molecular weight) ± SEM (n = 3 animals per age group).\
See also [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Tables S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr1){#fig1}

![Common and Organ-Specific Alterations of the Proteome in Old Rats\
(A and B) We identified only 48 transcripts affected at the level of translation output (A) and eight proteins affected at the level of protein abundance (B) that were altered in both brain and liver. The most represented gene ontology (GO) terms among consistently affected transcripts are shown in (A) while the five consistently affected proteins are indicated in (B).\
(C--F) Functional enrichment was performed on the list of quantified transcripts and proteins that were ranked according to the level of differential expression (fold change) using GOrilla ([@bib17]). Displayed GO terms are representative cases selected from among those significantly enriched (cut-off for transcripts: q value \< 0.05, minimum number of transcript \>4, fold enrichment ≥2; for proteins the same criteria were applied with the exception of q value \< 0.2). The fold enrichments are plotted using positive values for terms enriched in transcripts/proteins that are increased in old animals, or using negative values for terms enriched in transcripts/proteins that are decreased in old animals.\
See also [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr2){#fig2}

![Proteomic Changes Affect the Abundance and Composition of Protein Complexes\
(A--C) We analyzed changes in protein complex abundance using a gene-set enrichment approach (see [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Definitions covering 270 large protein complexes curated from different resources and the literature (A.O., M.I., et al., unpublished data) were used. Only protein complexes that had at least five members quantified were considered. A q value cut-off of 0.1 was used to determine significantly affected protein complexes. All proteins identified in the respective sample are plotted according to their average abundance score and average fold change between young and old animals (both log~2~-transformed). Positive values indicate higher expression in old animals and negative values indicate higher expression in young animals. Orange dots indicate the identified members of the affected complex. Boxplots show the distribution of abundances of complex members in young and old animals.\
(D) Changes in protein abundance affect the composition of several protein complexes in old rats. For each selected example, the quantified complex members are displayed and the significantly affected cases are highlighted in red (indicating increased abundance in old animals) or blue (indicating decreased abundance in old animals). Compositional changes were inferred from protein abundance scores obtained by tandem mass spectrometry as previously described ([@bib43]). A q value cut-off of 0.2 was used to determine significantly affected protein complex members.\
See also [Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr3){#fig3}

![Changes in Translation Correspond to Changes in Protein Abundance\
(A and B) The distribution of the corresponding protein changes for transcripts showing increased (red) or decreased (blue) translation output in old animals is significantly and consistently shifted relative to that of unaffected transcripts (gray).\
(C and D) Changes in translation output and protein abundance are positively correlated despite the limited overlap in cases that rise to significance using both methods. We assessed the correlation between translation and protein abundance by calculating the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between the respective fold changes: 0.13 and 0.25 for brain and liver, respectively. The correlation coefficients increased to 0.37 for brain and 0.42 for liver when only significant cases (either at the translation or protein level) were taken into account.\
(E and F) The distribution of the corresponding changes in translation for proteins increased (red) or decreased (blue) in old animals is significantly and consistently shifted relative to the distribution of unaffected proteins (gray).\
(G) The chaperonin alpha-crystallin B is shown as an example of a protein that is affected at the level of translation output, and it is consistently changed at the protein level in multiple subcellular fractions.\
See also [Table S5](#mmc6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr4){#fig4}

![Changes in Protein Localization and Phosphorylation\
(A) The intracellular distribution of the kinase BRSK1 changes between young and old brain. BRSK1 shows significant changes in protein abundance with opposite signs in two distinct subcellular fractions, whereas it is not affected at the level of translation output.\
(B) Another eight proteins display behavior similar to BRSK1, suggesting that their intracellular distribution might change in young versus old animals.\
(C and D) Changes in phosphopeptide abundance were assessed by label-free quantification using the same procedure used for protein quantification (q value \< 0.1). In addition, phosphopeptides identified exclusively and consistently in one age group but not the other were considered as age-affected (dark orange).\
(E) Comparison of functional annotations between affected phosphosites in brain and liver. Affected phosphosites were annotated using the GO slim annotation associated to the corresponding protein group using QuickGO ([@bib7]). Annotations were compared by selecting terms that were at least 1.5 times more frequent among affected phosphosites in one of the two organs. Only the 15 most represented categories per organ were considered.\
(F) We identified a decreased level of phosphorylation of several microtubule-associated proteins (MAPS) in membrane fractions that mimics the relocalization of BRSK1 (A).\
See also [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S6](#mmc7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr5){#fig5}

![The Impact of Age on Functional Networks Occurs at Multiple Levels of Regulation\
(A and B) Selected functional networks that are altered between young and old rats are displayed. The node fill color indicates significant fold change in protein abundance and the node border color indicates significant fold change in translation output. Changes in phosphorylation status are represented by the circled letter "P." Increased abundance in old animals is indicated in red and decreased abundance is indicated in blue.\
See also [Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr6){#fig6}

![Alternative Expression of Splicing Isoforms\
(A) *Sgk1* and *Whsc1* each have two isoforms with substantial expression in brain and liver, respectively. The lengths of *Whsc1* introns have been scaled down by a factor of 2 for display purposes.\
(B) A comparison of percent spliced-in (PSI) values generated by MISO ([@bib30]) shows a significant difference in isoform expression levels between young and old animals (for each isoform, Bayes factor ≥10^12^). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.\
(C) Isoform-specific expression (reads per kb, normalized for overall sequencing depth) shows the underlying changes in isoform abundances responsible for differences in PSI values.\
See also [Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S7](#mmc8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr7){#fig7}
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